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constructivist rationale for ‘alternative’ assessment.  
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describes as ‘transverse issues’; that is, issues related to educational access 
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all’ launched by UNESCO, could be seriously undermined by its reliance upon 
the achievement of numerical ‘targets’. Evidence from existing attempts by 
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countries to impose educational targets reveals undesireable side-effects and 
distortions of educational systems’ (abstract). 

 

§ 

Impact of the internet on testing:  
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IT? International Journal of Artificial Intelligence in Education, 10, 130-150. 
This article provides a clear discussion of the problems faced within ’artificial 
intelligence’ research over the fusion of human and mechanical reasoning. In 
short, it is a discussion of the  ‘intelligent tutoring systems’ paradigm that ‘ 
thrived’ in the 1980s and 1990s and the ‘grumbling voices’ that have come to 
challenges such a paradigm, offering ‘new ways of looking at AI’.  
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Introduction to a special issue of Assessment in Education that revolves 
around two issues: ‘(1) the emphasis on assessment to improve and certify 
learning, and (2) the use of technology in the classroom’. Makes a useful 
distinction between the struggle for efficiency (reduction of costs, time and 
error) and fidelity to new goals - the need to document that ‘assessments 
measure complex learning and performance that previously counlt not be 
systematically or uniformly recorded’. 
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breakthrough or digital raid on the pulbic treasury. Tempe, AZ: Arizona State 
University Educational Policy Studies Laboratory (http://edpolicylag.org ). 
This is an example of the penetration of the learning economy into the learning 
society. It is an analysis of an US provider of ‘virtual schools’ which, 
consultants have claimed, is the ‘next wave in technology-based education’. 
Virtual schools are ‘the delivery of curriculum over the internet to homes, 
schools, or wherever the learner might be’.  The author’s concern is not only 
that such interventions in the learning society may result in the ‘debasement of 
education as just another corporate product’ but that these innovation are 
funded by public tax dollars. 
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Arizona State University Educational Policy Studies Laboratory 
(http://edpolicylag.org ).  
This report focuses, like Bracey (2004), on virtual schools and, in particular, 
the company Knowledge Universe and its school-related division K12 Inc. The 
history curriculum is based on behaviourist, stimulus-response theory. The 
author concludes: K12.com uses software to provide book-keeping not to 
facilitate learning, and it keeps track of what lessons have been completed. 
Otherwise, the computer, with its slow PDF files and freeze-up screens, gets 
in the way of presenting lessons rather than enhancing them…’. 
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Educational Policy Analysis Archives, 11(34). 
A discussion of the backwash effects of high stakes and mandated testing. 
Conclusion: ‘high stakes tests continually force teachers to act in ways they 
did not think were professional and often resulted in created instructional 
environments that teachers did not think were conducive to student success’.  
Usefully read alongside Kennedy (2004). 

Kennedy, M. M. (2004, April 7). Reform ideals and teachers' practical intentions. Educational 
Policy Analysis Archives, 12(13). 
One of the best studies of teachers’ practise, closely linked to neo-aristotelean analyses 
of practice. Discusses teachers’ interpretations of classroom situations,   their prior 
beliefs, values and accumulated principles of practice, their intentions, and how they 
decide how to respond to situations as they arise’.  Overall, analyses the ‘primary 
areas of concern that dominated teachers’ thinking’ and where these concerns ‘are 
similar to, and different from, reform ideals’.  (end of bibliography) 


